Impact of the volume of aneurysmal contents on intraaneurysmal pressure after endovascular grafting (experimental studies).
With the purpose of clarifying the nature and outlining certain constituents of such an undesirable condition designated as "endotension", that emerges after transluminal grafting of the aneurysmally changed aorta, a basic theoretical model was worked out for explanation of "endotension". Also, there was designed and constructed in vitro an original experimental model using which the authors carried out a study into the relationship between the pressure in the aneurysm after its complete exclusion from the blood flow by an endovascular graft and the volume of the aneurysmal contents. Some factors described in the literature as influencing the pressure level in the aneurysm were at the given stage purposefully excluded. The volume of the "aneurysm" reproduced in our model was equal to 675 ml; each of five vascular grafts implanted into the aneurysm measured 110 mm in length. The pulsating liquid flow was reproduced in the system using a serial appliance for extracorporeal circulation. The liquid was aspirated from the aneurysm by means of a syringe with concurrent pressure guidance in the sac. To start pressure lowering, it was necessary to evacuate 0.4-1.6 ml of the liquid. The real clinical situations were considered from the standpoint of our results.